
Eikaebana's Exclusive Collection of
Wholesale Artificial Flowers and

Elegant Flower Sticks
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Welcome to Eikaebana, where artificial flowers of

unparalleled beauty and sophistication flourish. As your

trusted floral décor partner, we're proud to offer a wide

range of accessories, including artificial flowers and

flower wands, that enhance any room with timeless

elegance.



Artificial Flower Wands:
Beautiful Decor with Easy
Charm

Our collection of artificial flower wands
combines the beauty of nature with the
convenience of man-made, providing a
versatile solution to improve any
environment. Each artificial flower stick
is carefully crafted to recreate the
delicate beauty of real flowers, ensuring
a lifelike look that captivates the senses.

https://shop.eikaebana.com/


Whether you're creating flower
arrangements for weddings, events, home
decor, or more, our artificial flower wands
offer endless possibilities for creativity and
expression. Available in a variety of colors,
sizes, and styles, you can easily customize
your arrangement to match your theme or
aesthetic.



At Eikaebana, we understand how
important quality and reliability are.
That's why our artificial flower sticks
are made using the best materials
and craftsmanship. Our flower sticks
are designed to withstand the test of
time, retaining their beauty and
freshness indefinitely, making them a
cost-effective and sustainable choice
for any project.



In addition to our artificial flower
sticks, Eikaebana offers a full range
of artificial flowers wholesale to
meet all your floral needs. Whether
you're a professional florist, event
planner, or retailer, our wholesale
options offer unmatched quality and
value, allowing you to create
stunning arrangements without
going over your budget.

Wholesale Artificial Flowers:
Unmatched Quality and Value

https://shop.eikaebana.com/


Our artificial flowers can be purchased wholesale in bulk, making them
perfect for large projects and events. From classic roses and peonies to
exotic orchids and lilies, you'll find the perfect flower for every occasion in
our wide selection.





We understand that each
customer has unique needs
and preferences. That's why
we offer personalized service
and expert advice to help
you find the perfect
wholesale artificial flowers for
your project. Whether you're
looking for a specific color,
size or style, our experienced
team will be with you every
step of the way.

At Eikaebana, we are committed to
providing our customers with the
highest quality artificial flowers and
exceptional service. Our wholesale
artificial flowers are carefully
selected to meet the highest
standards of beauty, durability, and
affordability, ensuring you receive
only the best products for your
project.

https://shop.eikaebana.com/
https://shop.eikaebana.com/


Contact Details
Phone : 

www.shop.eikaebana.com

9988011011

Sadar Thana Road Above FED Bank,
Opposite Binny’s (Tailor), Delhi-
110006

Address :

Email :

Thank
you


